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We discuss the potential to meaure mixing-induced CP violation in the channels B0s → J/ψφ and
B0s → φ φ channels with the LHCb detector. For a data-set corresponding to 2 fb−1 , the expected
sensitivity to the CP violating weak phases is 0.03 rad for B0s → J/ψφ and 0.08 rad for B0s → φ φ .
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1. Introduction
Within the Standard Model, the decay B0s → J/ψφ is dominated by b → ccs quark level transitions, as represented in Figure 1 (left), with a weak phase ΦD = arg(VcbVcs∗ )1 . The B0s meson can
also oscillate to a B0s before decaying to J/ψφ , with a weak phase ΦM = 2 arg(Vts∗Vtb ) (Figure 2). The
J/ψφ
interference between both processes gives rise to a CP violating weak phase φs
= ΦM − 2ΦD =
∗
∗
−2βs , where βs = arg (−VtsVtb /VcsVcb ) is the smallest angle of the “b−s unitarity triangle”. The
indirect determination via global fits to experimental data gives 2βs = (0.0360+0.0020
−0.0016 ) rad [2]. The
J/ψφ

NP
φ φ φ = ΦNP
M + ΦD .

(1.2)

J/ψφ

and φ φ φ , allows to probe New Physics in the B0s –B0s mixing box
So the measurement of both, φs
NP
(ΦM ) and in b→s penguin diagrams (ΦNP
D ).
0
0
Bs → J/ψφ and Bs → φ φ are pseudo-scalar to vector-vector decays. The final state is a superposition of 3 polarizations amplitudes (A0 , Ak and A⊥ ), and an angular analysis is required to
disentangle statistically the CP-odd and CP-even components. The phases of the polarization amplitudes are denoted by δ0 , δk and δ⊥ and are conserved under CP transformation. The three decay
product angles are shown in Figure 4, in the transversity basis, for B0s → J/ψφ . In the case of
B0s → φ φ , the helicity basis is used instead, to treat on the same footing both φ mesons.
The decay rate of B0s → J/ψφ ( or B0s → φ φ ) is a function of five observables (the proper time,
the initial B0s flavour and the three decay angles) and eight physics parameters: the weak phase
J/ψφ
(φs
or φ φ φ ), the mass and width difference between B0s mass eigenstates (∆ms and ∆Γs ), the
width of the B0s (Γs ), two amplitudes and two strong phases [4]. The possibility to account for a
KK S-wave contribution in the B0s → J/ψK+ K− decay is discussed in [5].
In the rest of this document, we explain how to trigger and select the B0s → J/ψφ and B0s → φ φ
channels at LHCb, how to tag the initial B0s flavour and how to fit the weak phases.

2. Trigger and selections
2.1 B0s → J/ψφ
The B0s → J/ψφ channels together with two control channels (B0 → J/ψK∗0 and B+ → J/ψK+ ),
is triggered and selected in a uniform way, in order to extract the mistag rate (defined in Section 3)
1 The

possible small penguin contribution (same figure, right) is neglected here and discussed further in [1]
New Physics affects only the loop processes.

2 Assuming

2
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direct measurement of this phase is one of the key goals of the LHCb experiment. Indeed, φs
is one of the CP observables with the smallest theoretical uncertainty in the Standard Model, and
New Physics could significantly modify this prediction. Both CDF and DØ have recently observed
an interesting deviation of ∼ 2σ significance with respect to the Standard Model value [3].
The B0s → φ φ decay is dominated by b→s gluonic penguins represented in Figure 3, which
carry the same weak phase as the B0s –B0s mixing diagram. Therefore, within the Standard Model,
the CP violating phase in this decay vanishes, i.e. φ φ φ = 0. In presence of New Physics however,
we have2 :
J/ψφ
= −2βs + ΦNP
(1.1)
φs
M ,
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Figure 2: Feynman diagrams describing the Bq –Bq mixing, within the Standard Model (q=s,d).

Figure 3: Feynman diagrams describing the B0s → φ φ decay, within the Standard Model.

without applying large corrections. The trigger and selections are designed to maximize the senJ/ψφ
sitivity to φs
while avoiding large proper time and angular acceptance corrections [6]. The J/ψ
is reconstructed from its decay to two muons, while the φ is reconstructed from two kaons. In
Table 1, we give for the B0s → J/ψφ decay as well as for the two control channels, the annual yield
assuming 2 fb−1 of data, and the background over signal ratio for the two kinds of background:
background from B decays (long lived) and non-B decay background (prompt, mostly charm). We
expect 117 000 B0s → J/ψφ per 2 fb−1 . The total trigger efficiency is ∼ 70%. The background is
dominated by prompt events, since no cut which can bias the lifetime is used. The B0s mass resolution is 16 MeV/c2 ; the average proper time resolution is 38 fs. The proper time acceptance is
flat. The distribution of mass and proper time for the prompt and long-lived background are given
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
The angular acceptances for the three transversity angles are
given in Figure 7. The distortions (below 8%) come mainly from the LHCb geometrical detector
acceptance.
3
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams contributing to the decay B0s → J/ψφ , within the Standard Model. Left: tree;
right: penguins.
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Channel

Event yield

BPr /S

BLL /S

117 k
489 k
942 k

1.6
5.2
1.6

0.5
1.5
0.3

B0s → J/ψ(µ µ)φ (KK)
B0 → J/ψ(µ µ)K∗0 (Kπ)
B+ → J/ψ(µ µ)K+

Table 1: Untagged event yield for selected and triggered events after 2 fb−1 , background over signal ratio
estimated in a ±50 MeV/c2 mass window for the prompt and the long-lived components.

2.2 B0s → φ φ
For the B0s → φ φ channel, both φ mesons are reconstructed from two kaons [7]. The B0s mass
resolution is 12 MeV/c2 , the proper time resolution 43 fs and the total trigger efficiency is ∼ 22%,
since there is no muon in the final state. The branching ratio of B0s → φ φ has been recently updated
by the CDF collaboration [8] and is: B(B0s → φ φ ) = [24 ± 2.1(stat) ± 2.7(syst) ± 8.2(BR)] × 10−6 .
Assuming this value, we expect 6 200 untagged B0s → φ φ events per 2 fb−1 of data. The background
over signal ratio is estimated from a sample of inclusive bb to be below 0.8 at 90% CL.

3. Flavour tagging
The flavour tagging algorithm and its calibration in LHCb are described in [9, 6]. It is characterized by a mistag rate (ω = W /(W + R)), a tagging efficiency (εtag = (W + R)/(W + R +U))
and an effective tagging efficiency εeff = εtag (1 − 2ω)2 , where W , R and U denotes the number of
events wrongly tagged, correctly tagged and untagged. Within each event, all available information is used and combined using a neural network. The combined flavour tagging performance are
summarized in Table 2 for B0s → J/ψφ , B0 → J/ψK∗0 , B+ → J/ψK+ and B0s → φ φ .
4
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Figure 4: Angle definition in the transversity basis: θ is the angle formed by the positive lepton (`+ ) and
the z axis, in the J/ψ rest frame. The angle ϕ is the azimuthal angle of `+ in the same frame. In the φ meson
rest frame, ψ is the angle between ~p(K+ ) and −~p(J/ψ).
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Figure 5: B0s → J/ψφ candidates in a sample of inclusive prompt J/ψ(µ µ) events: invariant mass (left)
and proper time distribution for the prompt component, where the true signal events have been removed
(right) [10].
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Figure 6: B0s → J/ψφ candidates in a sample of inclusive Bu,d,s → J/ψX events: invariant mass (left) and
proper time distribution for the long-lived background component (right) [10].
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Figure 7: Angular acceptance for reconstructed, selected and L0-triggered B0s → J/ψφ events (cosθ , φ and
cosψ angles). The plots are zero-suppressed [10].

4. Fits and systematics
The details of the fitting procedure to determine the 8 physics parameters from the observables
are given in [11, 12, 13] for B0s → J/ψφ and in [7] for B0s → φ φ . Here we summarize the B0s → J/ψφ
J/ψφ
fitting procedure. The eight physics parameters {φs , Γs , ∆Γs , R⊥ , R0 , δ⊥ , δk , ∆ms } are determined
by an unbinned likelihood fit to six physical observables (mass, proper time, initial flavour and three
transversity angles), taking into account 18 detector parameters. The total PDF is the sum of the
5
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comb [%]
εtag

ω comb [%]

comb [%]
εeff

55.71 ± 0.17
53.60 ± 0.15
52.76 ± 0.14
∼ 60

33.27 ± 0.21
35.48 ± 0.19
35.48 ± 0.18
∼ 30

6.23 ± 0.15
4.52 ± 0.11
4.45 ± 0.10
∼ 9.6

Channel
B0s → J/ψ(µ µ)φ (KK)
B0 → J/ψ(µ µ)K∗0 (Kπ)
B+ → J/ψ(µ µ)K+
B0s → φ φ

Table 2: Combined flavour tagging efficiency, mistag and effective tagging efficiency for B0s → J/ψφ , B0 →
J/ψK∗0 , B+ → J/ψK+ and B0s → φ φ events. For B0s → φ φ , only rough estimates are given.

Variation

Angular distortions
Proper time resolution
Mistag

±5%
(38 ± 5) fs
(34 ± 1)%

J/ψφ

Table 3: Relative systematic variation on φs

wrong

|φs

− φstrue |/φstrue
7%
6%
7%

(column 3), due to parameter variations (columns 1 and 2).

signal PDF plus two PDFs for modelling the prompt and the long-lived background. The proper
time resolution, angular acceptance and mistag fraction are taken into account. The projections
of data and fitted probability density function on the transversity angles and on the proper time
can be found in Figure 8. The fitted PDFs and data show very good agreement. Using hundreds
J/ψφ
is estimated to be 0.03 rad, for
of toy Monte Carlo experiments, the statistical sensitivity of φs
−1
a dataset corresponding to 2 fb . A summary of the systematic effects is given in Table 3. No
limiting systematic uncertainty has been identified. Figure 9 shows the statistical uncertainty on
J/ψφ
versus the integrated luminosity. The Tevatron line is the combined CDF/DØ uncertainty in
φs
2009 scaled to 18 fb−1 , as expected for the Tevatron by the end of Run 2.
For B0s → φ φ , the statistical uncertainty is estimated to be 0.08 rad. The channel is expected to
be statistics limited, therefore no exhaustive systematic studies have been performed so far.

5. Conclusions
The B0s → J/ψφ and B0s → φ φ channels will allow LHCb to probe possible New Physics effects
in B0s –B0s box diagram and in b→s gluonic penguins diagrams. We have presented the work-plan
to perform the measurement of the CP-violating weak phases in both channels. With 2 fb−1 of data,
J/ψφ
J/ψφ
of 0.03 rad and on φ φ φ of 0.08 rad. Should φs
be as
we expect a statistical sensitivity on φs
large as the value currently preferred by the Tevatron data, it can be confirmed by LHCb with 5σ
J/ψφ
significance with only 0.2 fb−1 of data. A large value of φs
would be clear evidence for physics
beyond the Standard Model.
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Figure 9: Red line: Statistical uncertainty on φs
versus the integrated luminosity. Blue line: uncertainties
coming from the bb cross-section and the visible branching ratio on B0s → J/ψ(µ µ)φ (KK). The green band
+0.0020
is the Standard Model value: 2βs = (0.0360−0.0016
) rad [2]. Left: from 0 to 10 fb−1 , assuming a centre-ofmass energy of 14 TeV. Right: zoom between 0 and 1 fb−1 , assuming a centre-of-mass energy of 10 TeV, as
is expected for the early running of the LHC [14].
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Figure 8: The projections of data and fitted signal PDF including both the angular and proper time acceptance effects, in a sample of toy MC events, including prompt and long-lived backgrounds. Also shown are
the CP-even (dashed) and the CP-odd (dotted) signal components [12].
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